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PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
The wide product range of Vetrotech Saint-Gobain is based on various technologies and production processes developed with high commitment and
inventive spirit.

Starting from special basic glass over highly tempered and including glass coated in addition up to interlayer products, Vetrotech Saint-Gobain offers
the designer the optimum glass for all kinds of possible fire resistance requirements.

Apart from protection against fire, smoke and radiant heat transfer, we can thus safeguard an economical solution designed specifically for the
application.

PowerGlaz® Standard Modules

PowerGlaz® Photovoltaic (PV) standard panels use Romag´s extensive glass processing experience to produce high quality photovoltaic modules
using the latest materials. Textured low iron glass is used as the outer component of the laminate to maximise the light transmission to the cells. The
PV cells are connected in series and are encapsulated in EVA bonded to the glass sheet. A final layer of Tedlar is laminated to the rear of the module
to complete the weather protection.  
PowerGlaz® modules utilise 5inch (125mm x 125mm) cells and the latest 6inch (156mm x 156mm) variants. They are also available with either mono
crystalline or polycrystalline cells. Our range of standard modules are all certified to IEC 61215 Edition 2. 
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